
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS  (ENG2020.2)

2: Assembly
A: The metal angle brackets
See the installation video and installation manual of the actual SunnyTent. In place of the hinge anchors, you 
will need to use the metal angle brackets.
a. The side of the bracket that has 2 holes should be aligned with the ground (we will call this the ground 
 side). The other side (with 1 hole) stands vertical (we will call this the hinge block side).

Hard-surface 
installation set (English)

➢ This set is intended for the installation of a SunnyTent on a hard surface such as stone, tiles, wood and 
 concrete. Note: The depth of the hard surface must be at least 5 cm in order to install your SunnyTent
 safely. 
➢ The set-up time is about 30 minutes.
➢ These instructions serve as an addition to the installation video and manual for both the round / circular
 and oval SunnyTent.
➢ First watch the installation video and read the installation manual of your SunnyTent.
➢ After that, apply the following.
➢ Always follow the included safety guidelines and instructions carefully.

1: Check that your box contains the following: 

8 metal hard surface twist pegs   6 foam back pressure discs
4 metal angle brackets     Screws and plugs

For the oval SunnyTent:

10 metal hard surface twist pegs   6 foam back pressure discs
2 metal angle brackets    Screws and plugs

For the round / circular SunnyTent, size XL:

6 metal hard surface twist pegs   6 foam back pressure discs
2 metal angle brackets    Screws and plugs

For the round / circular SunnyTent, size M and L:



b. The ground side of the bracket should be facing the swimming pool. See the diagram to make sure
 your brackets are facing the right direction.  

c. Place the angle brackets at the correct distance from each other. For the correct distances and, with 
 reference to your SunnyTent size, see the installation instructions for your SunnyTent.
d. Mark the 2 points (per bracket) where the holes need to be drilled into the hard surface. Use a size 10 drill 
 for stone, concrete or tile surfaces and a size 4 for wood. Drill these holes to a depth of 6 cm.
e. There is no need to use a plug on a wooden surface, but on the other surfaces, you should plug the holes.
f. Screw the angle brackets firmly onto the ground.
g. Unscrew the hinge blocks from the anchors, which are supplied as standard, with your SunnyTent. You will 
 need the hinge blocks; the anchors itself, you don’t need on a hard surface. 
h. Screw these hinge blocks on to the angle brackets.   
 • Please note: Make sure that the hinge blocks are on the outside of the angle brackets, not on the inside 
  (facing the pool). It may appear to be a minor detail, but it makes a big difference to the strength and 
  stability of the tent.
 • Please note: Make sure that the hinge blocks are attached to the angle brackets in the same way as they 
  were attached to the original anchors (e.g. the metal ring on the right place).
 • The hinge blocks must be attached to the angle brackets firmly, but not too tight. After all, the hinge 
  blocks should be able to rotate while opening / closing your tent. 
 • During the season, periodically check that the hinge blocks are securely mounted on the angle brackets

B. The hard surface twist pegs
See the installation manual and instruction video of the SunnyTent itself: at the points where the twist pegs are 
rotated into the ground, place the metal hard-surface twist pegs (instead of the standard twist pegs supplied 
with the SunnyTent).
a. In order to avoid drilling the holes in the wrong places of the hard surface, you must first “shake up” the tent 
 (two adults should do this). You do this by shaking the raised tent on all sides (at the 2 hinge anchors and at 



 the front and back of the tent) to the left and right. By doing this the foil is well distributed over the poles, so 
 that there are no creases, gathers or rolls.
b. Afterwards, you must accurately determine the positions of the 6 hard-surface twist pegs with which you 
 attach the tent to the ground (a minimum of 2 people is required for this). Person 1 pushes the bottom pole 
 tunnel containing the pole set (from the tent that is still standing), at the middle of three openings in the pole 
 tunnel (at the front or back of the tent) to the ground. Person 2 then checks both sides (where the rotation 
 occurs) of the tent, that the black hinge blocks (of the hinge anchors) stand perpendicular to the ground. If 
 these blocks bend too much to the left or right, person 1 has to correct the tent in the other direction.
c. Person 1 can then mark the location of the middle hard-surface twist peg (with a pencil for example) and 
 hold the tent (to the ground).
d. Person 2 then marks the two places where the other two hard-surface twist pegs should be placed on this 
 side of the tent (at the centre of the other two openings in the lower blue / grey pole tunnel).
e. Then open the tent fully, so that it is completely on the ground, on that side of the tent where the 
 markings of c and d are NOT made (at least two adults will be required to do this).
f. Now place the hard-surface twist pegs at the marked places (see c and d). Drill a hole in the hard surface 
 for this purpose in the 3 marked points. Use a drill size 10 for a stone / tile / concrete base and drill size 4 for a 
 wooden substrate. Drill this hole approx. 6 cm deep.
g. If you have a wooden surface, do not use a plug, with stone / concrete / tiles etc… then plug the drilled hole.
h. Then place the foam rubber ‘pressure discs’ around the screw part of the hard-surface twist pegs.
i. Then tighten the hard surface twist pegs (with ‘pressure discs’) in the drilled holes, until there is a space of 
 approx. 1½ cm remaining between the handle and the ground surface while the handle points towards the 
 tent on the ground.
j. Then turn the hard surface twist peg a quarter turn to the left.
k. Now both people should carefully pull up your SunnyTent and pull the lower pole set on the foam rubber 
 ‘pressure disc’ up to the screw part of the hard-surface twist peg. Then turn the hard-surface twist peg a 
 quarter turn to the right, over the pole set (for this you will need to push the pole slightly downwards). With 
 this the pole set is secure between the ‘pressure disc’ (at the bottom) and the handle (at the top).
l. Also check that the pole is firmly under the handle of the hard-surface twist peg, so that it cannot easily pop 
 out; if necessary, rotate the hard-surface twist peg a little or less deep.
m. Your SunnyTent is now fixed to the ground on one side by means of 3 hard surface twist pegs. Now let the 
 tent stand up (so do not open it on the ground).
n. If you have a round SunnyTent, continue with step o. If you have an oval SunnyTent, you must repeat steps a 
 through m to secure the other head section.
o. Now you have to fix the tent on the other side with 3 hard-surface twist pegs. The locations of the holes to 
 be drilled must be accurately determined. To do this, pull the tent to the ground on the other side. Two 
 people must do this together; one at the far-left opening (of the three) in the lower pole tunnel, the other at 
 the rightmost opening. Shake the tent several times together left and right to then simultaneously determine 
 and mark the best places of the hard-surface pegs to be placed (with a pencil for example). Drill a hole in the 
 ground at the marked two places and apply the hard-surface pegs there (see steps f to l).
p. Now only the middle of the three hard-surface twist pegs needs to be placed. Push the tent down and mark 
 the location of that hole to be drilled. Then repeat steps f through l.

C. The tension ropes (only for the SunnyTent XL)
See the installation video and installation manual for your SunnyTent XL. It describes how you should secure 
your tent while leaving it partially opened. Instead of using the standard twist peg, use the 4 remaining hard 
surface twist pegs. These need to be installed as described in step 2B.

D. To make the middle section extra secure (only for the oval SunnyTent)
See the installation instructions for your oval SunnyTent. This describes, among other things, how to make your 
SunnyTent more robust and sturdy. The twist pegs mentioned in the installation instructions should be replaced 
with the two remaining metal hard-twist pegs. These should be fixed in the same way as described in 2B.

E. Attention! 
a. For all types of hard surfaces, the following applies: In windy weather, the SunnyTent will sway slightly.



 Because a paved surface is always somewhat rough, the bottom edge of the tent can wear out slowly (because 
 it rubs against the ground), if the ground is uneven.To protect the bottom edge, there are several options  
 (not included):
 • Cut a thin rigid hose entirely open lengthwise and ‘click’ it over the bottom edge of the SunnyTent. This is  
  the most simple, neat and clean solution.
 • As an alternative to the garden hose, use foam pipe insulation material. A small disadvantage of this is 
  that this material absorbs water and dirt, which is not the case with a garden hose.
 • A third option: put artificial grass (carpet), a thick tarpaulin or other soft material between the hard floor 
  and the bottom edge of the SunnyTent.
b. If you are intending on setting your SunnyTent up on a hard surface, please see our website (www.sunny-
 tent.com) for additional instructions, guidelines and tips. Especially if you plan to place the SunnyTent on a 
 hard surface of stones / tiles that are not entirely fixed and can therefore be lifted.


